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This thesis is about the validation of a computational fluid dynamics simulation of a ground 
vehicle by means of a low-budget coast-down test. The vehicle is built to the standards 
of the 2014 Formula SAE rules. It is equipped with large wings in the front and rear of the 
car; the vertical loads on the tires are measured by specifically calibrated shock 
potentiometers. The coast-down test was performed on a runway of a local airport and is 
used to determine vehicle specific coefficients such as drag, downforce, aerodynamic 
balance, and rolling resistance for different aerodynamic setups. The test results are then 
compared to the respective simulated results. The drag deviates about 5% from the 
simulated to the measured results. The downforce numbers show a deviation up to 18% 
respectively. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis of inlet velocities, ride heights, and pitch 
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Motor sport is a fascinating competition where car manufacturers, professional racing 
companies and amateur teams race with their specialized cars in different classes and 
disciplines. The goal of race car engineering is to build the fastest car according to the 
rules. Nowadays, external aerodynamics play a key role in vehicle dynamics. The higher 
the (vertical) aerodynamic load on the tires, the higher the force generation due to friction 
is. Acceleration capabilities (longitudinally and laterally) benefit from increased tire forces 
which results in higher velocities in corners and on straights [1]. 
This thesis studies the aerodynamic package of the open-wheeled single-seater race car 
“JMS14c” of the Jayhawk Motorsports team (see Figure 1). The student-built car is 
designed according to the rules and standards of Formula SAE (FSAE) [2]. It is an 
international design competition held by leading engineering societies around the world. 
 
Figure 1: Jayhawk Motorsports, JMS14c-race car 
1.1. Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is a comprehensive aerodynamic analysis of the existing race car 
JMS14c. The use of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations is common practice 
in FSAE aerodynamic design. Limited funding, computer cluster usage, and no access to 
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professional aerodynamic validation methods such as wind tunnels let most of the teams 
rely on CFD simulations exclusively. However, CFD simulations are often simplified and 
it is difficult to judge the accuracy of the results and their application to the real world 
without validation tests. A comprehensive and adjustable CFD model has been developed 
within this thesis. Furthermore, the practicability and benefits of coast-down tests as a 
low-budget validation method are explored and compared with the computational 
simulations. 
1.2. Delimitations 
This study focuses on the general aerodynamic properties of the JMS14c and changes to 
the aerodynamic force production which are caused by vehicle’s motion. No experimental 
measurements in a constant environment (wind tunnel) are carried out due to budget and 
time constraints. Instead, real track testing is compared and evaluated with the help of 
sensor data. Numerical methods are employed for the prediction of aerodynamic forces 
and the visualization of the air flow around the car. Simulations are performed on half car 
geometries only, consequently no detailed simulations of selected areas are performed. 
The method of Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (RANS) with the  −  (omega) 
turbulence model is used to solve the differential equations of the computational grid. No 
transient solving methods such as large eddy simulation (LES) or detached eddy 
simulation (DES) are used. 
1.3. Aerodynamic Design Rules of FSAE 
In FSAE, the position and size of any aerodynamic device is described in the set of rules. 
The 2014 rules [2] define that no part can be: “a) Further forward than 762 mm (30 inches) 
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forward of the fronts of the front tires; b) No further rearward than 305 mm (12 inches) 
rearward of the rear of the rear tires; [and] c) No wider than the outside of the front or rear 
tires measured at the height of the hubs, whichever is wider.” (see Figure 2). There is no 
limitation given for the maximum height of any aerodynamic device. However, the height 
of the rear wing is a compromise of a low center of gravity, the maximum downforce 
through undisturbed airflow above the car, and generated aerodynamic drag forces. All 
aerodynamic devices of the JMS14c have been designed according to the rules of the 
year 2014. 
 
Figure 2: FSAE 2014 rules for position of aerodynamic devices [2] 
During the event, aerodynamic devices can be adjusted but not replaced or completely 
dismounted. It is common practice to run different setups for each discipline specifically. 





In this section, fundamental vehicle dynamics and external aerodynamics are described. 
An understanding of these topics is necessary and the reader can refer to [3-6] and [1, 7-
10] for more details of vehicle dynamics and race car aerodynamics, respectively. 
Furthermore, a Cartesian coordinate system is used to describe directions of motion and 
forces (Figure 3) throughout this thesis. 
 
Figure 3: Vehicle axis and coordinate system according to SAE standard [11] 
2.1. Vehicle Dynamics 
Vehicle dynamics in general describe the motion based on distance, velocity, and 
acceleration of the car in all three directions (longitudinally, laterally, and vertically). The 
goal in race car engineering is to improve the acceleration capabilities of the car which 
inherently increases the velocity around the track and reduces lap times. 
2.1.1. Longitudinal Motion 
A vehicle is in longitudinal motion when there are no side forces and the driving direction 
is straight ahead. This motion is described by an equilibrium of forces that combines all 
driving forces and resistances of the longitudinal motion [3]. The equation is written as: 
[3] 	 = , + , + ,	 + , (1) 
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where 	 is the available force supplied by the power train of the car. All other terms 
are listed in Table 1. To accelerate the car (increasing velocity), there has to be an excess 
of driving force with respect to the all driving resistances. The car is in a constant motion 
(zero acceleration) when the driving force is equal to all combined resistant forces. In 
deceleration (braking, reducing velocity), driving resistances support the process of 
slowing down the vehicle. 
Table 1: Overview of driving resistances acting on a moving vehicle 
Driving 
Resistance 




F,  - tire resistances caused by rolling on the ground 
(assumed to be a constant, ,,) 
- includes frictional resistances of power train and 
suspension (wheel bearings, drive axle joints, chain 
drive, differential, clutch, engine internals, gears) that 
depend on the vehicle velocity, ,, [12] 
- Coefficient:  = , + ,        (2) 
- equation: F, = m !  g f $%&'()      (3) 
Air resistance 
[3] 
F,!*  - forces resulting from a vehicle’s interaction with air 
- equation: F,!* = c,  -./01  A3!45 1         (4) 
Grade 
resistance [3] 
F,6!75  - gravitational forces through inclined/ declined road '() 
- equation: F,6!75 = m899  g sin'α)      (5) 
Acceleration 
resistance [3] 
F,!44  - resistance resulting from all rotating parts of a vehicle 
- additional energy is needed to accelerate rotating parts 
against their rotational inertias 
- can be expressed as a characteristic factor λ or as an 
additional mass reduced to the tire 
- equation: F,!44 = m899  λ a                   (6) 
 
By substituting all described resistances into equation (1), the equation can be written as: 
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 	 = $@ A2 C	 1 ℎEFG + H g f cos α + m g sin α + m λ a (7) 
 
$@ – drag coefficient A – density of air C	 – frontal face of vehicle H899  – static mass of vehicle 
v – velocity K – inclination angle L – gravity  
The only term related to aerodynamic forces in this equation is drag. Reducing drag helps 
the positive acceleration of the car, an increase of drag supports the braking phase. 
2.1.2. Tires 
Tires are the only connection between vehicle and ground. Thus, they have to transfer 
every force through frictional effects between the ground surface and the rubber of the tire 
[13]. The ratio of the generated force () with respect to the vertical force is referred to as 
coefficient of friction (M). It indicates how much grip a tire can produce with respect to the 
vertical load. The ratios for both directions are written as: 
[3] 
longitudinal: MN = OPOQ,         lateral: MR = OSOQ (8) 
Modern FSAE racing tires are tested on specific tire testing machines such as the one of 
Calspan©. The “Tire Test Consortium” (TTC) is a network of many universities which funds 
tire tests to obtain test results of various setup iterations (inflation pressure, camber, slip 
angle, slip ratio, vertical loads) [14]. 
A tire generates a force (according to Newton’s third law) when there are differences in 
the motion of the tire with respect to the ground [13]. The contact patch gets deformed 
because of frictional forces in longitudinal, lateral or combined direction [9]. Longitudinally, 
the tire has to rotate faster than at rolling speed (no driving force influence) [13]. Laterally, 
the tire needs to turn by a larger angle than the desired driving direction [13]. A faster 
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rotation as rolling speed or turning by a larger angle is referred to as slip. Generally 
speaking, transferring forces through the tire is only possible when there is slip [15]. The 
slip in longitudinal direction (slip ratio, SR) is calculated in percentage and in lateral 
direction (slip angle, SA) it is given as an angle (. 
[13] TU = V −   (9) 
[13] ( = −KWKX Y R|N|[ (10) 
 N – longitudinal velocity component R – lateral velocity component  – rotational speed of tire 
 
The tire forces in longitudinal and lateral direction are combined in a simplified model, the 
traction ellipse (see Figure 4, p.21) [1, 9, 13]. This model describes transmittable forces 
of a tire based on its friction coefficients. It is distinguished between static (stiction) and 
dynamic (sliding) friction. The outer dimensions of the ellipse are based on the vertical 
load applied to the tire. The higher the vertical load on the tire, the larger the expansion 
of the ellipse in both directions is. The size of the ellipse describes the maximum amount 
of the transferable tire force. The traction ellipse can also be described with longitudinal 
(K\ or KN) and lateral (K9 or KR) acceleration capabilities which is referred to as GG-
plot. The car’s total acceleration is then calculated by: 
 K = ]^K\_1 + 'K9)1 (11) 
The traction circle dimensions do not remain static at all four tires [16]. When the car 
moves around the track, changes in velocity, longitudinal and lateral acceleration affect 
the vertical load on all four corners of the car (weight transfer and aerodynamic load). 
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An increase of the tire force output (when operated at its maximum) is achieved by higher 
vertical loads or a greater friction coefficient of tire rubber and/ or road surface [1]. Higher 
vertical loads are a result of either a higher mass or an aerodynamic load. But, mass 
ultimately hurts the cornering performance through a higher yaw and translational inertia 
that has to be overcome in order to rotate or accelerate the vehicle respectively. 
Consequently, aerodynamic loads can be used to increase the vertical load on the tires 
without adding substantially more mass to the car [1]. Higher vertical loads do not linearly 
increase the produced lateral or longitudinal force and can also cause overheating and 
severe tire wear. Every tire operates at its best in a specific temperature window. 
Consequentially, when the tire gets too hot the maximum generated force drops. 
 





The term handling is referred to as how well the vehicle is balanced during the cornering 
phases. Although this thesis only covers straight line performance, it is important to 
understand the effects of the position and migration of the aerodynamic center of 
pressure. The handling is often simplified to three different behaviors [19]: understeering, 
oversteering and neutral (see Figure 5). 
- A car understeers when the radius of the travelled curved path is larger than the 
desired radius of the corner (steering input). The front end of the car tends to push 
towards the outside of the corner instead of turning in appropriately. 
- Oversteering is the opposite behavior of understeering. The radius of the travelled 
curved path is smaller than the radius of the corner. The rear end of the car tends to 
push towards the outside of the corner and the car turns in more than it is desired. 
- The car has a neutral balance when the radius of the travelled curved path is equal 
to the corner radius. 
 
Figure 5: Oversteering, understeering and neutral car balance [20] 
Oversteering or understeering is caused by an imbalance of the grip levels between the 
front and rear pair of wheels. When the front tires have more grip available than the rear 
(for instance, due to better suspension design, more downforce from the front wing, or 
other factors) the car tends to oversteer. If the rear tires have better grip than the front, 
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the car understeers. Drivers have personal preferences about the balance of a car. 
However, most of the drivers prefer a slight understeering behavior in high speed corners 
[21]. Understeering in general is considered to be the more stable driving condition. 
Especially in high speed sections where small steering inputs can have significant 
influences it is desired to have a stable behavior. For this reason, the aerodynamic center 
(center of pressure, CoP) is usually placed behind the CoG of the car [1]. This leads to an 
imbalance in the aerodynamic load towards the rear axle (especially in high-speed) and 
therefore, more available grip. Based on the definition above, the imbalance of grip 
towards the rear axle causes an understeering behavior. 
2.2. External Aerodynamics 
This section covers the basic principles of airflow around a body or vehicle. 
2.2.1. Bernoulli’s Principle 
Whenever a flow moves around a body or follows a geometry, there is a change of fluid 
property in pressure and velocity. The relationship of pressure and velocity is described 
by the Bernoulli principle. According to Bernoulli, the pressure of a flow field is referred to 
as total pressure that consists of a static (` A⁄ ), dynamic (1 2⁄ ), and hydrostatic (Lb) part 
[10]. In ground vehicle aerodynamics, the hydrostatic part will remain constant and can 
be ignored in the equation. Thus, the equation is written as: 
[13] 
12 + À + Lb = $%X&WKXW (12) 
 cdXKHe$ `Vf& + &WKWe$ `Vf& + ℎdcV%&WKWe$ `Vf& = W%WKg `Vf&&hVf  
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The Bernoulli principle is only applicable for incompressible flow and when viscous forces 
are neglected. It cannot be used for calculations because the air flow around race cars is 
very complex including flow separation, wake areas, and viscous effects. However, it is 
commonly used to describe effects such as pressure and velocity changes in a flow field. 
For instance, when a flow velocity is increased or decreased (dynamic part) within the 
same volume, the static pressure changes inversely too. 
2.2.2. Ground Vehicle Aerodynamics 
The incoming (ideal) air flow far upstream of the vehicle is undisturbed (irrotational) and 
inviscid (no viscous effects). The most forward point where the flow touches the body or 
vehicle is called stagnation point (see Figure 6). The velocity of the air flow in this point is 
zero and the exerted pressure to the vehicle is maximum. The stream is then divided into 
parts that flow over, under or around the body (and through the body if internal flow is 
considered or there is an opening in the front section). The flow continues further 
downstream and gets reunited after a wake area behind the body. 
 
Figure 6: Flow around body [22] 
Close to the body, a boundary layer is formed due to frictional effects of the flow with the 
body surface (wall shear stress). Along the flow direction, shear stress causes an energy 
exchange between the wall shear layers and the freestream flow. Thus, the boundary 
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layer grows [9]. At steep geometry changes (curvature, edges, obstacles), the flow can 
detach (separate) from the surface. Separation negatively affects the air flow downstream 
and increases the drag significantly [1]. When there is no flow separation due to boundary 
layer effects, then the flow detaches from the body at the most rearward point in its flow 
direction (trailing edge). Downstream of the separation point or the trailing edge, a 
turbulent wake region is formed. The rotational character of the wake flow prevents an 
increase in pressure behind the rear face of the body [9]. 
Drag describes the resistance of the body moving through air. It inhibits the forward 
acceleration but supports the deceleration. There are three different types of drag [9]: 
pressure, viscous, and induced drag. Pressure drag results from forces along the direction 
of motion of the body. The pressure behind the body is lower than in the front which 
creates a pressure gradient. The resulting force acts in the opposite direction of the 
motion. Viscous drag results from the skin friction of the moving air over a surface due to 
the wall shear stresses. The induced drag is created through vortices [9]. 
Studies on external aerodynamics (simulation and experiment) predict forces and 
moments acting on the body or vehicle. Forces and moments are created due to the 
pressure distribution and the shear stress distribution over the body surface [1]. Both parts 
are integrated over the entire length of the body and result in the aerodynamic force  
as well as the moment i. The aerodynamic force is divided into a horizontal (drag, acts 
parallel to the freestream flow) and a vertical part (lift/ downforce, acts perpendicular to 
the freestream). For comparisons, non-dimensional coefficients of lift, drag and pressure 
are calculated for any type of flow around a body. 
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[13] $j = j12  A C lm1 (13) 
[13] $@ = @12  A C lm1 (14) 
[13] no = ` − `m12  A lm1 = 1 −
l1lm1 (15) 
 
$j – lift coefficient j – lifting force $@ – drag coefficient @ – drag resistance force C – frontal face area 
l – velocity no– pressure coefficient `m – free stream pressure ` – pressure lm – free stream velocity 
 
2.2.3. Lift-Generating Devices 
2.2.3.1. Wings 
A wing is a three-dimensional airfoil with the main purpose of generating a force 
perpendicular to the stream wise direction of the flow. Race cars use inverted wings to 
produce negative lift (downforce). A wing section is called airfoil. Important terms of an 
airfoil are given in Figure 7. 
  
Figure 7: Airfoil term definition [23] 
Considering an inverted race car wing, the air flow closest to the airfoil accelerates the 
most (in direction and speed) because of the steepest change in geometry. According to 
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Bernoulli, this increase in velocity causes a low pressure [9]. On the upper side of the 
airfoil, an increase in pressure occurs due to the deflection from the wall in stream wise 
direction which causes a reduced flow velocity. A force perpendicular to the stream is 
created because of the pressure gradient between upper and lower surface [9]. Both flows 
converge at the trailing edge and a mixing turbulent wake region is formed. The higher 
the angle of attack (AoA) and the camber of the airfoil, the higher the caused turbulent 
wake is. 
Terms of the wing design are: span (width of the wing), chord (length of the wing), and 
aspect ratio (coefficient of span to width) [1]. The aspect ratio (AR) of race car wings is 
very small compared to conventional aircraft wings [15]. A negative effect of small aspect 
ratios is the high influence of tip vortices. At the tip of the wing, the flow exchanges 
pressure from the high pressure side to the low pressure side. This reduces the magnitude 
of the pressures and therefore the overall gradient (see Figure 8). To minimize this effect, 
it is common practice to fit endplates to the wingtips which help to keep the flow separated 
between the upper and lower side of the wing [15]. Endplates reduce the formation of 
vortices and therefore the induced drag [9]. Furthermore, they are used to help controlling 
the flow in cornering and keeping the flow channeled over and under the wing. 
  




To improve the aerodynamic performance of the vehicle, engineers seek for methods to 
increase downforce within the limited space for wings (restricted by the rules). In FSAE 
and many other racing series, multi-element wings are utilized to maximize the downforce 
level. These wings feature a big main plane and smaller flaps that can have very steep 
angle of attacks in order to generate higher pressure gradients between upper and lower 
side. Flow separation (as it would appear at a single large element) can be delayed by air 
passing through the small gaps between the airfoils (re-energizing/ restarting the 
boundary layer) [9]. 
2.2.3.2. Ground Effect 
When the ground is used as part of the aerodynamic system then it is referred to as ground 
effect [1]. It is achieved by placing aerodynamic devices close to the ground so that there 
is just a small gap between the part and the ground. According to the Bernoulli principle 
and the law of mass conservation, the velocity increases and the static pressure 
decreases when the same amount of air is moving through a smaller gap than before [1]. 
This creates a suction effect and the generated downforce is higher than in freestream 
condition (as long as the flow does not separate). An example flow with streamlines is 
shown in Figure 9. The closer the streamlines are to each other, the higher the flow 
velocity is and the lower the pressure is. 
 
Figure 9: Airfoil in ground effect [25] 
In terms of the design of external devices, the pressure gradient of the front wing 
particularly can be maximized by making use of the ground effect. The lower the front 
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wing is placed with respect to the ground, the higher the downforce generated. However, 
the downside of the ground effect is the sensitivity to ground clearance changes through 
bumps, pitching and rolling. These motions might result in touching the ground and 
damaging the wing, or in a loss of downforce because of separation at the wing. 
2.2.4. Effects of External Aerodynamics on Race Car Performance 
2.2.4.1. Aerodynamic Forces 
Drag and downforce play a key role in the design of race cars. Devices that make use of 
air forces help to increase the performance of the car and greatly influence the balance. 
The size of aerodynamic devices depends on the available space that is usually restricted 
by the rules and the speed characteristics of the race track. 
First, drag impedes the forward motion. The force vector of drag points in the opposite of 
the driving direction and increases the demand of driving force in forward acceleration [9]. 
The vehicle accelerates slower and its top speed is reduced. However, drag supports the 
deceleration under braking. Second, downforce improves cornering and braking 
capabilities by increasing the vertical load on the tire without adding an equivalent amount 
of physical mass to the vehicle [1]. Ultimately, the car benefits from a higher grip level 
without an increased yaw inertia. Equations (13) and (14) show that the aerodynamic 
forces change with the square of the velocity. Consequentially, the faster the vehicle, the 
higher the influence of external aerodynamic devices on the performance is. Both, drag 
and downforce are inseparably linked with each other. Producing downforce always 
entails aerodynamic resistance. The coefficient of both forces is calculated to evaluate the 
efficiency of the force generation (lift-to-drag ratio or aerodynamic efficiency). 
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Aerodynamic forces also influence the balance of the car and therefore, its handling. 
Simplified, all aerodynamic forces can be reduced to one force acting at a specific point, 
the center of pressure (CoP) or aerodynamic center. The correct position of the CoP is 
important to control low speed, transient, and high speed handling of the vehicle. 
Furthermore, the CoP does not remain static in its position. It migrates along the 
longitudinal and lateral axis with speed and vehicle motion (pitch and roll) which makes 
the positioning more difficult. 
2.3. Race Track Analysis 
FSAE cars run multiple disciplines throughout an event to evaluate their performance. For 
maximizing the performance, specific aerodynamic and suspension setups are run in each 
of the disciplines. Before designing an aerodynamic package for the car, track data must 
be analyzed. FSAE tracks in particular feature a high cornering percentage. Hence, the 
car spends more time in corners than on straights. This is an important factor when it 
comes to the dimensioning of the aerodynamic package and the respective downforce 
and drag coefficients.  
The average speed is between 13 − 17H/& depending on track and competition. For 
design and development purposes, the vehicle speed is divided into the following speed 
ranges [17]: 
- Low speed: 5 − 10H/& (= 11.3 − 22.5H`ℎ) 
- Mid-speed: 10 − 20H/& (= 22.5 − 45.0H`ℎ) 
- High-speed: 20 − 30H/& (= 45.0 − 67.5H`ℎ) 
All FSAE disciplines and the suggested aerodynamic setups are listed in Table 2 (p.31). 
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Table 2: Aerodynamic setup at different FSAE disciplines [2, 17] 
Discipline Aero Setup Background 
Acceleration 
(75pts.) 
Low drag Timed, 75m acceleration on straight line, 
maximum power output needed 
Skid pad 
(75pts.) 
Maximum downforce Timed, low speed steady state cornering in 
15.25m radius turn, 
maximum cornering performance needed 
Autocross 
(150pts.) 
Maximum downforce Timed, single lap on race track, 





High downforce, best 
efficiency 
Timed and fuel consumption measured, 22km 
in multiple laps on race track, 





3. On Track Testing 
Simulations play a key role in the development and design of race cars. They are used to 
evaluate concepts and designs, improve part geometries, calculate forces, and find the 
best performance of the vehicle. However, simulations can just be as good as their input 
data. Thus, physical tests are necessary in order to know how well simulation results 
correlate with the real world data. These validation tests can then be used to adjust and 
interpret the existing model or results. 
In the case of external aerodynamics, validation tests are most commonly done in wind 
tunnels. They provide steady and repeatable environmental conditions. However, wind 
tunnel testing is extremely expensive and the majority of FSAE teams cannot afford 
access to it. Furthermore, there is just a limited number of wind tunnels specifically 
designed for ground vehicles (rolling floor, ground boundary layer treatment) which are 
available for use in the United States. 
An attractive cost-effective alternative to a wind tunnel session is coast-down testing. It is 
mainly used for drag coefficient validation but other aerodynamic coefficients can be 
obtained as well. This chapter is about the preparation, procedure and analysis of the 
driving tests. As part of the analysis, templates and math channels have been created for 
future use. A comparison of the real track data with the simulation results is shown later 
in this thesis (see chapter 4). 
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3.1. Static Testing and Test Preparation 
Before the car is taken out to the test track, some tests and preparations are necessary 
to ensure an accurate data collection. Prior to every test, the suspension setup needs to 
be adjusted to achieve the best performance. Important parameters are [26]: 
- Tire pressure 
- Toe, camber 
- Corner weights 
- Ride height 
- Wing positions and angle of attack (overall, main plane, and flaps) 
Additionally, there are a number of sensors that are necessary to achieve all desired test 
data such as: 
- Wheel speed sensors, GPS, Pitot-tube for vehicle speed 
- Shock potentiometers for suspension movement and aerodynamic loads 
- Steering angle sensor, throttle and brake pedal position for driver inputs 
- Accelerometer for lateral and longitudinal acceleration 
- Strain gauges for force measurements 
Static testing is used for the evaluation of car specific parameters such as the reduced 
mass representing the rotational inertias, the position of the center of gravity and wheel 
loads through shock potentiometer readings. 
3.1.1. Reduced Mass 
For the calculation of longitudinal motion, the reduced mass is an important factor for the 
evaluation. It represents additional resistances that has be overcome when the car 
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accelerates or brakes. All rotating parts of a car have rotational inertias [3]. The inertia 
indicates the resistance of a body when it is rotated around an axis. Inertias can be 
reduced to a single value for the car or a group of parts. This combined inertia is converted 
into a mass that is then added to the static mass of the car and the new mass is known 
as total mass. From the coefficient of total mass and static mass, a characteristic factor λ 
is calculated which is used for further calculations [3]. 
In this thesis, the rotational inertias of the suspension (tires, rims, brake rotors, hubs, half 
shafts, and differential) and final drive (sprocket, drive sprocket, chain, and clutch) of the 
car are considered. Engaging the clutch for the rolling tests eliminates the resistance of 
the gearbox and engine. The final value is set to be x = 1.05 according to previous 
measurements of the author [17]. 
3.1.2. Shock Potentiometer Calibration for Wheel Load and Ride Height 
To measure vertical loads on the car, each spring and shock unit is equipped with a 
potentiometer that is mounted to the shock and duplicates its travel. Originally installed to 
measure the pure shock travel, the potentiometer data can also be combined with weight 
scale data to measure the wheel load [19]. The static testing is done with a variety of 
different loads represented by weight discs stacked on top of the car. The appropriate 
weight scale readings and shock potentiometer data are given in Figure 10 (p.35). 
It is assumed that the dependence of sensor output with respect to the wheel load is linear 
as evaluated by the given trend lines. The test was repeated five times per weight case 
for statistical reliability. This procedure is repeated for ride height measurements and 




Figure 10: Shock potentiometer calibration 
It is a fact that this method is not the as accurate as strain gauge measurements or wheel 
force transducer data. However, the shown method is easy to implement into the testing 
process and suitable for tests without fast weight transfer changes such as the coast-
down test or the skid pad test. Strain gauges have been planned as a second method to 
measure the vertical loads of the car. However, by the time the tests were done strain 
gauges installed at the push/ pull rods did not function properly so that the shock 
potentiometers are the only method for determining the vertical load. 
3.2. Coast-Down Testing 
The coast-down test is a well-known method to measure aerodynamic coefficients without 
high expenses (wind tunnel) on the track. It is mainly used for studying drag and rolling 
resistance. In addition, downforce and its distribution can be calculated when the car is 
equipped with sensors to measure wheel loads. Without specific measuring methods like 
pressure sensors in the wing profiles, Pitot-tube arrays mounted to the car (as used in 
























gauges at wing mounts, it is not possible to get further information about local flow 
schemes. Due to time and budget constraints, none of the listed methods could have been 
employed on the JMS14c. 
The coast-down test presented in this thesis has been done on the taxi way at the 
municipal airport in Lawrence (KS) in June 2014. The example later on shows “run 1” of 
the June coast-down test with the JMS14c baseline wing setup and 8deg AoA of the main 
plane at the rear wing. All other test runs results have been calculated in the same way. 
3.2.1. Preparation and Procedure 
It is recommended to run a specific suspension setup for the coast-down test to minimize 
influences of all resistances but aerodynamic drag. For comparisons it is important to keep 
the testing conditions as constant as possible. Therefore, the track should feature at least 
a 500m long, straight lined and flat road [26]. The starting places and the coasting section 
of both directions should be clearly marked to ensure that the car runs always on the same 
place (see Figure 11). 
 
Figure 11: Coast-down testing 
For setup changes, an even pit area should be marked. It has been helpful to use leveled 
corner weight scales where the car can be placed to adjust the setup. 
The test is done in the following order: 
1. Stop prior to every launch in pre-defined launch box (4 cones) 
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2. Launch the car and accelerate to top speed of ~33.5m/s (75mph) 
3. Engage clutch and coast down to approximately ~7m/s (15mph) 
4. Repeat test to have at least 4 runs per setup, 2 in each direction 
In between the runs of different setups, the car should sit for a while to let the tires cool 
down. 
3.2.2. Theory of Coasting Vehicle Dynamics and Example Calculation 
During the coasting phase, the car ideally is in a pure longitudinal motion (no driver 
steering input, no side winds, and no banked straight). Engaging the clutch disconnects 
the power train from the driving wheels and eliminates the biggest source of friction losses. 
Hence, no driving forces are transmitted to the wheels anymore and only aerodynamic 
drag and rolling resistance forces slow down the car [3]. Consequently, the radial 
deformation of the tire contact patch is small which reduces the energy losses of the tire-
ground interaction. 
Furthermore, the tires are inflated to a higher pressure (2.0yKV ≈ 30`&e) to limit the vertical 
tire deflection and keep the change of the dynamic tire radius small over the speed range 
(compression caused by high aerodynamic vertical loads). For the sake of simplicity, the 
dynamic tire radius is assumed to be constant with VR\ = 0.264H [17]. Also, a stiffer tire 
absorbs less energy through its own deformation (increases tire spring stiffness). Hence, 
higher loads are transmitted into the spring and shock system where the resulting 
compression can be recorded by the potentiometers. 
Generally, a softer suspension setup (small spring rate/ stiffness) allows for more 
suspension travel of the shock potentiometer. More travel increases the accuracy of the 
measurement because of the greater difference in the sensor output between static (on 
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weight scales) and the dynamic (on the test-track) load. The initial breakaway force is 
smaller and therefore, small force variations can be detected much better. However, a soft 
suspension also causes greater changes of the ground clearance and pitch angle 
(negative acceleration) which affects the downforce generation (ground effect).  
3.2.2.1. Calculation of Drag and Rolling Resistance 
After accelerating the car to top speed and engaging the clutch, the car slows down 
because of internal friction, tire friction and air resistance. The energy ({) balance is given: 
[3] c{99cW = |	 − } |88 (16) 
[3] {99 = {~\ + {o9 = {~\,9\8 + {~\,9 + {o9 (17) 
where {99 is the total energy of the system, {~\ is the kinetic energy with translational 
and rotational parts, {o9 is the potential energy, |	 is the supplied power, and |88 is 
the power responsible for efficiency losses (friction). The rotational term {~\,9 includes 
the energy that is necessary to spin a mass and increase the rotational speed (	) 
against the inertial resistance (	). The energy is accumulated in form of a rotation. {~\,9\8 is the translational or longitudinal energy part. 
[3] {~\ = H899  12 + }  12  = H9 12 + 	  	12 = H	 12  (18) 
[3] {o9 = H899 ∙ L ∙ ℎ (19) 
Written as a balance of forces: 
 , = , + , + ,	 (20) 
 H	 ccW = H L  $%&'() + $ A2 C	 1 + H899  L &eX'() (21) 
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The rolling resistance coefficient is split into two parts to account for internal friction at 
different speeds (,,) and the tire rolling resistance (,,) that is assumed to be 
constant [12]. The coefficient is written as (see chapter 2): 
  = , + , ∙  (22) 
It is unlikely to do the test at absolutely perfect conditions without any wind and grade. To 
account for environmental influences, the wind speed and direction are measured [12]. 
 	 = 1 + 2 $%&') + 1 (23) 
 w – wind speed  – wind direction  
Assuming wind speed purely in driving direction, equation (21) extends to: 
 
H	  ccW = K'W) = H89 L^, + , _ $%&'() +$  A2  C	 ' + )1 + H899 L &eX'() 
(24) 
Prior to the calculation of coefficients, the acceleration must be obtained. In case of the 
JMS14c, all four wheel speeds are averaged to obtain the velocity of the coasting vehicle. 
The acceleration can then be derived from the speed. An example derivation of the 
acceleration can be seen in Figure 12. 
 












































The drag is calculated in two ways, by a first and second order approximation of speed 
and acceleration [3, 12, 17]. Both methods are compared in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13: Comparison of 1st and 2nd order polynomial fit 
1st order linear fit 
For the linear approximation, the acceleration is plotted over the squared vehicle speed. 
The idea behind this method is that the function value of the trend line equation can be 
substituted by the acceleration and squared velocity to obtain a speed-dependent (drag 
resistance) and independent part (rolling resistance) of the vehicle resistances. The wind 
speed in this example is neglected. 
It can be seen from the Figure 13 that the function is not exactly linear which implies that 
the drag coefficient varies over the speed range. To account for the differences in the drag 
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Figure 14:  First order polynomial fit (regression) of vehicle speed vs acceleration 
The regression line in general has a linear form of: 
 d') = H ·  + y (25) 
In the 1st order method, the dependent function value is: 
 d = K'1) (26) 
Substituting the function value into the regression line function results in a square function 
in the form of: 
 ') = 1 · '²) +  (27) 
K values are constants of the square function that result in the desired coefficients. 
 K'W) = ccW = 1H	 · $ · A2 · C	 · 1 + 1H	 · H899 · L ·  (28) 
The constants 1,   and the desired coefficients $,  are determined by: 
 1 = 1H	 · $ · A2 · C	 (29) 
 → $ = 2 · 1 · H	A · C	  (30) 
y = 0.0023x + 0.9551
R² = 0.9997
y = 0.0024x + 0.841
R² = 0.9996
y = 0.0027x + 0.5957
R² = 0.999
y = 0.0032x + 0.2983
R² = 0.9999
y = 0.0034x + 0.235
R² = 0.9998
y = 0.003x + 0.3016
R² = 0.9995
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  = 1H	 · H899 · L ·  (31) 
 →  =  · H	H899 · L   (32) 
2nd order polynomial fit 
The idea behind this method is similar to the 1st order method. The difference is that this 
method features an additional part which depends on the vehicle speed. The second order 
polynomial fit of the resulting curve has the form of: 
 K') = n1 · ² + n ·  + n (33) 
where n1, n, n are constants. Applying equation (24) to (33) and rewriting gives 
 KN = 1H	 $@ A2 C	  ∙ ²+ H899  L , $%&'() + $@ A2 C	  ∙ + H899  L , $%&'() + &eX'() + $@ A2 C	 1 
(34) 
The constants are found by: 
 n1 = 1H	 $@ A2 C	  (35) 
 n = 1H	 H899  L , $%&'() + $@ A2 C	  (36) 
 n = 1H	 · H899 L , $%&'() + &eX'() + $@ A2 C	 1 (37) 
The equations (35) to (37) show that the wind speed and grade of the ground have 
influences on the rolling and frictional resistance of the coasting vehicle. However, the test 
is done consecutively on the same straight in both directions (to limit influences from 
changed wind speed and direction). The average of the results filters out influences from 
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wind speed and grade. Thus, neglecting the wind speed and grade influences, simplifies 
the equations to: 
 → $@ = 2 · n1 · H	A · C	  (38) 
 → , = n · H	H899 · L  (39) 
 → , = n · H	H899 · L  (40) 
Comparison 
Choosing the correct method strongly depends on the available data set. The 2nd order 
method requires a wide range of speed data to appropriately represent the function of 2nd 
order due to its parabola shape. If just a small data section of the coasting period is 
available, then the shape of the function is better represented by a 1st order fit. The results 
of both methods are compared in Figure 15. For this thesis, the 2nd order method is chosen 
to be the preferred calculation of drag and rolling resistance. The tests provided enough 
data points to adopt the trend of a parabola of speed over time. 
 

















































3.2.2.2. Calculation of Downforce  
This section is about the calculation of the aerodynamic (vertical) load and its distribution 
between the front and rear axle (aerodynamic balance). The weight transfer caused by 
the pitch angle is determined by the acceleration, vehicle speed and drag. Under braking, 
accelerating or coasting, the car rotates around its pitch center in the direction of the front 
axle (negative angle). However, the body pitch angle is small and does not exceed 
−0.8cfL in deceleration and +0.8cfL in acceleration with respect to the ground. 
Therefore, an additional weight transfer caused by a geometric angle is negligible. 
 
Figure 16: Balance of forces during coasting 
The balance of forces according to Figure 16 is: 
 : 0 = G · g +  · ℎEFG + _ · ℎEFG − _ · g (41) 
 0 = H899L · g + m  ! ∙ KN ∙ ℎEFG + $ · A2 ∙ C	 · 1 · ℎEFG − _ · g (42) 
 : 0 = _O · g +  · ℎEFG + _ · ℎEFG − G · g (43) 
The vertical loads of rear and front axle are: 
 _ = 1g 'H899 ∙ L · g + m  ! · KN · ℎEFG + $ ∙ A2 ∙ C	 · 1 · ℎEFG) (44) 
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 _O = 1g 'H899 · L · g − H99 · KN · ℎEFG − $ · A2 ∙ C	 · 1 · ℎEFG) (45) 
The results of the example calculation are plotted in Figure 17. It can be seen that the 
difference in wheel load is about 5% from high-speed to low-speed. 
 
Figure 17: Dynamic weight transfer due to coasting 
The downforce is then calculated by a subtraction of the calculated dynamic wheel load 
and the recorded wheel load data. A polynomial approximation of the fourth order is 
applied to the data of front and rear downforce as shown in Figure 18. The approximation 
filters noisy data and determines a function for further use in calculations. The total 
downforce is calculated as the summation of front and rear downforce. 
 
































































The respective coefficients of downforce of both axles are determined by equation (13) 
and are shown in Figure 19. A high deviation in the lower speed range is noticeable which 
is why only data above the speed range of 20H/&  are used for an approximation of the 
downforce coefficients. Linear approximations based on high-speed data (dashed lines) 
are then used to obtain functions for the calculation of coefficients at different speeds. 
 
Figure 19: Downforce calculation at different velocities 
The real forces of lift and drag are calculated over the entire speed range by equation (13) 
and (14) (see Figure 20). From the total downforce the front bias is calculated with: 
 V%XW yeK& = _O^_O + __ (46) 
 

































































3.2.2.3. Pitch Angle and Ride Height 
As indicated in section 2.2.4, the downforce production of ground vehicles also depends 
on the position relative to the ground. The spring/ shock unit is compressed under high 
aerodynamic load which lowers the ride height of the car. Additionally, the car pitches 
towards the front axle which is caused by the dynamic weight transfer. Thus, the front 
wing might produce more downforce through ground effect (when no separation occurs) 
and shifts the aerodynamic balance towards the front of the car. More front downforce 
increases the pitch angle even more which further reduces the gap size and enhances 
the downforce production again. This interaction is counterbalanced by the spring stiffness 
so that the vertical load is in a balance with the produced spring/ shock force. 
For the comparison of real track data and CFD simulation data, it is important that the 
correct ride height, pitch angle and front wing ground clearance are set in the model. 
Therefore, the ride height is obtained by the readings of the shock potentiometers and the 
pitch angle is calculated according to: 
[27] o9 = KWKX YU,R\ − UO,R\ [ (47) 
 9 – pitch angle U,R\ – dynamic rear ride height UO,R\ – dynamic front ride height  – wheelbase 
 
Moreover, a study [27] for the determination of the coefficients was performed (see 
Appendix B). The front wing ground clearance can be calculated by equation (64). The 




Figure 21: Pitch angle and ride height change of the coasting vehicle  
In this particular example, it can be seen that the front and rear ride heights were not set 
equally. The problem results from the setup work. During the adjustments of ride height 
and corner weights, another person was sitting in the car. The ride height and balance 
changed when the driver sat in the car. This error shows how sensible the car reacts to 
small changes in driver position and weight. The pitch angle of the car in static condition 
is around 0.30deg and changes with high aerodynamic load to 0.05deg. The difference is 
0.25deg towards the front axle. Furthermore, the gap between front wing and ground 
changes by approximately 12mm over the speed range. 
3.2.3. Results 
Coast-down test results of all other runs are calculated in the same way as it was shown 
in the previous section. Following, the results of all coast-down tests are plotted in Table 
3 to 6 (p.49-52). Data of every run are shown next to the average of each setup and the 























































Table 3: Coast-down testing – downforce coefficients 







































































































































































































































Table 4: Coast-down testing – rolling resistance coefficients 



































































































































































































































Table 5: Coast-down testing – front to rear bias coefficients 






































































































































































































































































The presented data shows deviations of all runs per setup. The large deviation implies 
that multiple runs in both directions are necessary to account for all influences. The 
averaged results help to compensate for different grades of the road and for the influence 
of head or tailwind. 
In Table 3 (p.49), the plots show that downforce results are more scattered in low-speed 
than in high-speed. This strengthens the assumption which was made earlier regarding 
the higher accuracy of downforce numbers in high-speed. Furthermore, it seems that 
steeper angle of attacks of the rear wing cause less scattering in downforce results than 
smaller angles. One of the reasons for that comes from the suspension design. The 




























































ratio is the coefficient of wheel and shock displacement [28]. The higher the motion ratio, 
the higher the wheel displacement compared to the shock displacement is. Through a 
higher load on the rear axle (caused by an increased AoA of the rear wing), the suspension 
(shocks and springs) of the rear axle gets more compressed than the front axle. Thus, it 
uses a greater shock potentiometer travel and sensor range which helps to decrease the 
influence of sensor errors. A similar effect can be seen between the low and high-speed 
range in general. The increased vertical load at high-speed compresses the suspension 
more than in low-speed. 
Regarding the front-to-rear bias, it is apparent that the front wing gains more downforce 
with higher speed than the rear wing (also in 12deg AoA setup). The low-speed range 
shows an aerodynamic balance of around 40/60 (front/rear) whereas the high-speed 
range has a 50/50 overall balance. This effect is potentially based on the lowered overall 
ride height under aerodynamic load and therefore, an increase of the ground effect. A 
50/50 overall aerodynamic balance has its CoP in the center of the wheelbase. 
Appendix A shows that the center of gravity is located at approximately 46/54. The result 
is an oversteering balance in high-speed (CoP located in front of CoG). However, the 
balance does not represent the vehicle in general since the recorded driving condition is 
specific for coast-own tests. 
By increasing the rear wing AoA, the overall balance shifted towards the rear. This 
behavior was expected but surprisingly, a change of 1deg AoA could be detected by the 
averaged results. The rolling resistance coefficients show the expected trend. Through 
the speed depending part of the frictional resistance, all setups increase the resistance 
over the entire speed range. Furthermore, less data scattering occurs with greater angle 




The performed coast-down test has very likely multiple errors that influence the test 
results. However, it is almost impossible to ensure the same test conditions for all runs. 
Wind, bumpy surfaces, grade of the road, tire grip, and tire wear are the main influences 
that impact the results. It is nearly impossible to obtain numbers for these errors nor 
control them effectively. Tire grip can even change within the runs when the tires heat up 
and generate more grip. Thus, it is important to interpret all results with caution. The 
statistical reliability plays a key role in achieving valuable data. Averaging all results helps 
to account for some major influences like wind speed and grade of the track.  
The ride height change cause inaccurate results as well. When the suspension (springs, 
shocks, tires, compliances) gets compressed under a high aerodynamic load then the ride 
height decreases. Although a soft suspension helps the accuracy of the measurement, it 
increases the interaction of front wing and undertray with the ground. Another influence 
arises from the method of wheel load measurement. Tires of open-wheel cars generate 
lift. This lift force is then measured as downforce relative to the movement of the body . 
3.3. Future Work 
For future validation work, strain gauges should be installed not only to the push and pull 
rods but also to all wing mounts. Their force prediction is more accurate than the shock-
potentiometer method. The results could be further improved through more consecutive 
runs per setup (in total 10 runs). This would increase the statistical reliability significantly. 
An acceleration, high-speed or constant speed test could generate more helpful data for 
the evaluation of aerodynamic coefficients. Combined with engine dyno results and further 
efficiency measurements, coefficients of drag and downforce can be obtained. 
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4. Aerodynamic Simulations 
This chapter presents the developed CFD model and simulation results. The work flow is 
divided into three steps: pre-processing, solving and post-processing. Each step will be 
described individually. Symmetry of the car is assumed and focus is put on a half car 
model (HCM) which consequentially can only represent straight line driving conditions. 
This assumption is based on the available computational resources which were limited to 
desktop PCs with 8GB of RAM and quad-core processors from the year 2013. The entire 
process of meshing, calculating, and post-processing should not last longer than 12 hours 
per simulation. Multiple PCs were available so that many different iterations with the 
developed model could be performed. In total, over 100 different simulation cases based 
on the initially developed CFD model were run. The following vehicle configurations are 
studied with the HCM simulation: 
- Baseline model over the entire velocity range 
- Aerodynamic sensitivities such as pitch angle and ride height 
- Recorded coast down driving conditions 
Other key interests of the simulation are: 
- Parameter-based controls to adjust the CFD model for setup iterations, 
- Interchangeability of parts for further design iterations 




4.1. Numeric Simulations 
The following sections briefly introduce the theory behind the numeric simulation of fluids. 
4.1.1. Navier-Stokes Equations 
Generally, numerical fluid mechanics are used to describe the physical flow by a 
mathematical model [29]. Inertia, pressure, velocity, and viscosity of the fluid are 
considered. The governing equations represent the three-dimensional fluid flow, heat 
transfer and energy exchange by the laws of conservation of mass, momentum and 
energy [29]. In external aerodynamics of ground vehicles, the flow is treated as 
incompressible (flow velocity below Mach 0.3 [9]) and isothermal (no heat transfer effects 
[9]). Therefore, the energy equation can be neglected. The temperature as well as density 
are defined as ambient constants. Thus, the incompressible continuity equation (mass 
conservation) is written as: 
[7] 
general form: ∇l = 0 h + d + b = 0 (48) 
The momentum equations are referred to as (incompressible) Navier-Stokes (NS) 
equations and are written in Cartesian coordinates: 
[7] 
general form: AL − ∇` + M∇1l = A 9  
ALN − ` + M 1h1 + 1hd1 + 1hb1  = A chcW  
ALR − `d + M 11 + 1d1 + 1b1 = A ccW  





l – velocity field h, ,  – local flow velocity in , d, b-direction respectively , d, b – 1st,2nd,3rd Cartesian coordinate W – time ` – pressure M – dynamic viscosity A – density 
g – gravity constant 
 
The NS equations are second order non-linear partial differential equations which cannot 
be solved analytically due to the limited number of known coefficients. Mathematically, it 
represents a boundary value problem which is then numerically integrated in a finite 
number of control volumes (computational grid) and solved by default boundary values 
with an iterative approach [7]. The key problem in solving the NS equations is the 
turbulence model in order to accurately represent the physical flow. 
4.1.2. Turbulence Modelling and Near-Wall Functions 
Corrsin [30] has defined turbulence by: “Incompressible hydrodynamic turbulence is a 
spatially complex distribution of vorticity which adverts itself in a chaotic manner […]. The 
vorticity field is random in both space and time, and exhibits a wide and continuous 
distribution of length and time scales.” In flow with high Reynolds numbers (Re>4000), 
turbulence can occur because the viscosity of the fluid cannot dampen the turbulent 
fluctuations of fluid particles anymore [10]. Turbulent flow can have a chaotic and 
unorganized appearances which makes it difficult to predict [7]. 
The Reynolds-Average-Navier-Stokes model (RANS) is one of the most commonly used 
models to solve the NS equations [7] and is also referred to as Reynolds decomposition. 
The terms of the NS equation are rewritten as time-averaged terms. The instantaneous 
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velocity and pressure are split into an averaged (mean) and a fluctuating part [7]. The 
averaged part is: 
[31] h  = 1¡ ¢ h cW£  (50) 
The fluctuating terms is the deviation from the time averaged value and is written as: 
[31] h¤ = h − h  (51) 
Similarly, all other properties are split into the two parts as well. 
[31] 
h = h  + h¤  = ̅ + ¤  = ¦ + ¤ ` = `̅ + `′ 
(52) 
Both terms of the properties are now substituted back into the NS equations. There are 
just time-averaged and fluctuating terms left in the final equations. These parts are 
referred to as turbulent (Reynolds) stresses. The equation of the momentum in x-direction 
is written as (similar in y and z-direction): 
[31] 
A ch cW = ALN − `̅ +  YM h  − Ah¤1    [ 
+ d YM h d − Ah′′     [ + b YM h b − Ah′′      [ 
(53) 
Because of the unknown turbulent stress terms, it is not possible to solve these equations 
analytically. Therefore, a turbulence model is used to make assumptions about the flow’s 
behavior [32]. The most common one is known as Eddy Viscosity Model. It uses an 
isotropic value for the turbulent viscosity value whereas other models like the Reynolds 
Stress Model (RSM) uses 6 separate Reynolds stresses for an anisotropic solution (more 
accurate but more computational power/ time needed) [32]. Further developed and well-
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known Eddy Viscosity Models are [31]: (1) Spalart-Allmaras, (2) k-ε (epsilon) model, (3) 
k-ω (omega) model, (4) 1 −   model, (5) Reynolds stress model (RSM), (6) detached 
eddy simulation model (DES), and (7) Large eddy simulation (LES) model. With the 
available computational resources of JMS, the latter four models are not realizable. The 
Spalart-Allmaras model (1) is a single equation turbulence model that has been designed 
for low Reynolds number flows and very fine near wall meshes with desired wall y+ values 
in the order of d¨ = 1. The k-ε (epsilon) model (2) is widely used in industry and covers a 
wide range of different flows [33]. However, it is not recommended for flow types where 
separation and strong vortices are expected (race car wings, rotating tires). The k-ω 
(omega) model (3) offers reasonable results for low Reynolds number flows, shear flows 
and separation [33]. Furthermore, a seminar held specifically for the computational 
simulation of race car aerodynamics [33] suggests the usage of the k-ω (omega) model 
in FSAE race car application. Through the expected separation and highly turbulent flow 
areas around tires and wings, the k-ω (omega) model was chosen for the CFD model of 
this thesis. 
Along with the turbulence model, a near-wall treatment model is used to represent the 
flow close to the wall (boundary layer). A non-dimensional coefficient is calculated to 
distinguish the type of boundary layer. The Reynolds number Uf describes the ratio 
between inertial and viscous (friction) forces [1] and is expressed as follows: 
[1] Uf = Al©M  (54) 
 ρ – density of the fluid 
V –velocity 
L –characteristic length 




For Formula SAE race cars in general, Reynolds numbers range from 200,000 to 600,000 
depending on the velocity [18]. Based on the characteristic Reynolds number, boundary 
layers are either laminar, transient or turbulent (see Figure 22). Because of high Reynolds 
numbers of the model, all boundary layers are assumed to be turbulent. 
 
Figure 22: Boundary layer – laminar, transition and turbulent zones [35] 
For near-wall modelling, a dimensionless distance and velocity are introduced: 
[36] d¨ = h∗c«  (55) 
[36] h¨ = h||h∗  (56) 
[36] h∗ = ¬ (57) 
 
d¨ – dimensionless (normalized) distance normal to the wall h¨ – dimensionless (normalized) velocity h|| – velocity parallel to the boundary h∗ – friction velocity « – kinematic viscosity 
 
As the flow moves past the vehicle, there is an interaction of fluid molecules with the 
surface. Due to shear forces that act between fluid particles and the wall surface (referred 
as to viscous effects), the first layer of the fluid molecules above the wall sticks to the 
surface. The velocity is zero (no-slip condition) [31]. Shear forces in the above layers 
decrease gradually whereas the velocity gradually increases until the flow reaches the 
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same velocity as the surrounding flow region. All layers with reduced velocities above a 
surface are referred to as boundary layer and cause the skin friction drag [31]. 
According to Figure 23 (p.62), the boundary layer is split into different regions which are 
influenced by viscous and turbulent shear stress effects. The three inner and one outer 
regions are [8]: 
- Viscous sub-layer: d¨ ≤ 5 
The viscous sub layer is an extremely thin layer above the wall surface where the no-
slip condition is applied. The viscous shear stress is dominant and causes turbulent 
eddying motions to stop. Thus, turbulent fluctuations are damped and turbulent shear 
stress can be neglected. Due to its thinness, it is assumed that the shear stress is 
approximately constant and equal to the wall shear stress. The flow is nearly laminar 
and the following relationship holds: 
[8] h¨ = d¨ (58) 
- Buffer layer: 5 ≤ d¨ ≤ 30 
The buffer layer has an unknown distribution of viscous and turbulent stresses. 
- Logarithmic layer: 30 ≤ d¨ ≤ 500 
The velocity in this layer is approximated with the logarithm of the distance to the wall 
surface. Turbulent stresses are dominant but viscous stresses are still present. The 
following relation between wall distance and velocity is 
[8] h¨ = 1® d¨ +  = 1® gX{d¨ (59) 
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Where the universal constants depend on the roughness of the wall. For a smooth 
wall, the constants are ® = 0.4,  = 5.5 and { = 9.8.  
- Outer layer: d¨ ° 500 
In the outer region, the flow is dominated by its inertia where viscous effects are 
negligible. The layer is far away from the wall and holds the following relation: 
[8] ±²N − ±h³ = 1® gX d + C (60) 
  
Figure 23: Wall function, wall y+ functions [32] 
The three parts of the inner region (viscous, buffer and log-law layer) form just 10-20% of 
the total boundary layer thickness [8]. Thus, a very fine mesh structure close to the wall is 
necessary for a good flow representation. In flow schemes with a high chance of 
separation, a fine representation with low wall y+ values is recommended [33]. The point 
of separation can be solved more accurately which affects the drag and downforce 
estimation for race car applications [9]. With the intention of resolving the laminar sublayer, 
the value should ideally be d¨ ≤ 1. However, to reduce the computational demand, values 
of d¨ ≤ 5 are acceptable as well [33]. Furthermore, [33] suggests to use at least 10 
boundary layers that have to be adapted in their thickness based on the prevalent flow 
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velocities and characteristic length of the part. More accurate boundary layer 
representations are expected with 15 to 20 layers above the wall. However, because of 
fine surface meshes in the computational model, a large number of prism layers increase 
the overall cell number drastically. Therefore, multiple boundary layer treatments over the 
entire model are used. 
4.1.3. Flow Separation 
The boundary layer is formed along the surface of the immersed body and develops the 
characteristic velocity profile within the layer. Further downstream along the wall, the 
pressure gradient c` c⁄  starts to drop. The flow detaches from the wall surface and forms 
an eddy when the pressure gradient (slope) reaches zero (velocity profile reverses). 
According to Prandtl [37], the reason for the flow separation is a significant loss of 
momentum close to the wall surface. From the continuity equation (48), the momentum 
equation (49), and the boundary condition h =  = 0 at the wall, the pressure gradient 
along the wall is calculated by: 
[37] ¬d´ = M 
1hd1µ = −Al clc = c`c (61) 
After the separation on edges, a large and highly turbulent wake region is formed. Flow 
that detaches from a surface as shown in Figure 24 often forms a trailing vortex in 
streamwise direction. The strong circulation creates the induced drag portion. 
  
Figure 24: Flow separation, velocity profile of boundary [37]  
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4.2. Computational Fluid Dynamics 
The computational simulations are carried out by the commercial CFD software package 
StarCCM+ v9.04 of cd-Adapco©. For FSAE aerodynamic design, it is found that the use 
of a commercial package provides good results within a short training period. This chapter 
describes the setup of the computational simulation and the baseline model. 
4.2.1. Pre-Processing 
The fluid sub domain with the model is set up in the pre-processing stage. The size of the 
sub domain depends on the flow velocity and the complexity in terms of flow direction 
changes through the geometry. It should be big enough to capture all major flow field 
influences around the vehicle and do not interact through the walls with the flow. 
4.2.1.1. Fluid Sub Domain 
The height and width of the sub domain is chosen based on the blockage ratio. In general, 
literature suggests a ratio of 1 to 5% [33]. The frontal face of the model is 2.1% of the size 
of the sub domain frontal face. The domain dimensions and outer dimensions of the 
JMS14c are shown in Figure 25. 
 




Based on the JMS14c Solidworks© model, a simplified CAD (computer-aided design)-
model is created to reduce the computational requirements. All parts which do not 
significantly affect the flow scheme or add disturbance can be replaced or simplified. 
Simplifications include: closing holes/ openings, replacing complicated CAD geometry, 
and deleting unnecessary parts. The level of simplification strongly depends on the 
desired accuracy. For this thesis, major changes are made to the following parts of the 
JMS14c: 
- Monocoque: closed cockpit opening and deleted all inside parts, filled mainhoop 
- Driver: dummy model of helmet, neck, arms, torso and steering wheel 
- Engine and intake: modeled as a single part for a simple representation 
- Suspension: simplified a-arms, push/ pull rods, half shafts, wheel hubs, and uprights 
- Wings: filled wings, no mounts 
- Radiator and exhaust: simplified, radiator shape includes fan shroud and fan 
- Wheels: closed rims and tires; wheel fairings at contact patch (see Figure 26) 
 
Figure 26: Wheel fairing and mesh around the tire contact patch 




Figure 27: CAD-CFD model of JSM14c (colors represent distinguished parts)  
It is important to create a good and clean CAD model in order to reduce meshing effort 
and achieve a high quality mesh. For interchangeable parts such as wings and endplates, 
the physical connection in the CAD model should be kept with a overlap for further work 
within the CFD software. The simplified CAD model is then imported into STAR CCM+. 
4.2.1.3. Meshing 
The type of mesh should be carefully chosen with respect to available computational 
resources, required numerical accuracy, and the complexity of the model geometry. The 
following grid types are used [31]: 
1. Structured grid based on hexahedral cells, two different types: 
The rectangular sub domain is divided into smaller rectangular elements with faces 
parallel to the sub domain boundaries (first type). The second type is used for 
discretization of complex geometry through the deformation of grid elements (for 
instance, prism layers around a body). 
The advantages are less numerical diffusion through the alignment with the flow 
direction and a better cell density control. Structured grids struggle to represent 
complex geometry and thus, can produce low quality cells close to the wall 
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2. Unstructured grid based on tetrahedral, hexahedral or polyhedral cells: 
Grid elements of unstructured grids are not aligned with the flow direction. The 
advantage that the mesh can cover even complex geometries and still provide a 
good solution accuracy. Disadvantages are the higher numerical diffusion throughout 
the mesh and computer memory requirements to handle the model. 
For the presented CFD model, both types of the structured grid are chosen. The first type 
of the structured grid represents the boundary layer (prism layer) and the second type is 
used to fill the computational grid with cells. The cells in the overlap of both grids are then 
trimmed with each other. The decision towards a hexagonal mesh (instead of polyhedral) 
is based on the turnaround time of meshing and calculating. With the available RAM 
memory of just 8GB, a polyhedral meshes with nearly 5 million cells could be generated 
whereas the hexagonal (trimmed cell) mesh provided up to 8 million cells for the half car 
model simulation and still achieved a shorter turnaround time. The presented final volume 
mesh and its refinements are the result of numerous meshing and solving iterations. 
Surface Meshing 
In the first step, the (CAD) model is prepared for the computational grid generation. All 
input parts are covered by a surface mesh (most common: triangular shaped cells) which 
is refined around geometry changes and pre-defined areas of interest such as 
aerodynamic devices and tires [38]. Commercial CFD and grid generation software often 
includes surface repair and preparation tools such as the surface wrapper toolkit of 
StarCCM+ which automates the surface mesh generation process. Multiple refinements 
at important areas like leading and trailing edge or around the tires are implemented in 
this setp. The surface mesh generation process is split into several groups of parts (front 
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wing, rear wing, and body including wheels) for an easier handling of interchangeable 
parts. The meshed surface is then passed over to the volume meshing process where the 
surface mesh gets adapted to the chosen cell type of the volume mesh. The different 
steps of the workflow are shown in Figure 28. 
 
Figure 28: Development of surface meshes 
Volume Meshing 
The final step generates all volumetric cells in the sub domain where the calculations are 
carried out. The computational grid is generated within the sub domain according to the 
user inputs of surface controls, prism layers (boundary layer representation), curve 
controls, and volumetric controls. The mesh is refined in areas of possible flow separation 
or steep geometry changes. The present simulation features a large number of 
refinements which is shown in the Figure 29 to 31 (p.69). Furthermore, a list with all used 




Figure 29: Near body mesh refinements around the car 
 
Figure 30: Sub domain mesh refinements around the car 
 
Figure 31: Volume mesh projected on plane sections of fluid sub domain 
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4.2.1.4. Boundary Conditions & Physical Model 
The fluid subdomain box utilizes a velocity inlet boundary, a pressure outlet, a wall 
boundary at the ground and symmetry boundaries at the far field and in the center of the 
car (half car simulation). The ground boundary is set to slip condition because it is an open 
road simulation where no boundary layer gets generated on the ground surface [33]. 
Moving/ rotating reference wall boundaries are applied to the tires. The tire rotation is 
calculated by equation (62) and the rotational speed with respect to the vehicle speed is 
listed in Table 7. 
 X¶" 9	8 = 9\89\2¸ VR\  (62) 







20.0 32.0 325.97 
25.0 40.0 407.46 
30.0 48.0 488.96 
35.0 56.0 570.45 
40.0 64.0 651.94 
45.0 72.0 733.43 
50.0 80.0 814.93 
55.0 88.0 896.42 
60.0 96.0 977.91 
65.0 104.0 1059.40 
70.0 112.0 1140.90 




Moreover, the following parameters are set as constants: 
- Three-dimensional, gas, steady, constant density [38] 
- Ambient pressure: 101325.0 |K [38] 
- Density: 1.18415 LH¹¶ [38] 
- Temperature: 298 [38] 
- Dynamic viscosity: 1.85508f¹º |K ∙ & [38] 
- Reference area: 0.525H1 
- Turbulent flow utilizing RANS model 
- Turbulence model: k-ω coupled with SST (Menter) [33, 38] 
- Cell quality remediation: On (bad cell treatment [38]) 
- Wall function: All y+ wall treatment [38] 
- Viscous resistance of porous media (radiator replacement): 226.0LH¹¶&¹ [33] 
4.2.2. Solving and Post-Processing 
After the entire model is pre-defined and meshed, the solver executes the calculation 
based on the chosen solver and parameters. An iterative approach tries to balance mass 
flow and momentum through the sub domain (from inlet to outlet) until a (converged) 
solution is found [29]. As a representation of the converging process, the solver monitors 
residuals starting with highly oscillating values that will converge later on. The Residuals 
represent the degree of satisfaction of essential equilibrium equations of mass, 
momentum and specific parameters of the turbulence model [38]. As a measurement of 
convergence, constant residuals indicate that a solution is found. To judge the 
convergence, monitors of forces and moments are created. When the forces remain 
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constant (or oscillate around a constant mean value) over a certain period of time, the 
simulation can be considered as converged. Often, oscillating solutions are a result of 
poor mesh quality, a large turbulent regions and/ or separation. The present simulation is 
considered as steady. This simplification is necessary for a time effective simulation 
process [33].  
It is common practice to run an example simulation over a long period of time to evaluate 
residuals and forces change with an increasing iteration number. The presented baseline 
model has been run over 5000 iterations. Momentums and continuity reach convergence 
criteria of around 10e-4. The turbulent kinetic energy, however, remains at a convergence 
criterion of 10e-2 which is caused by the large turbulent zones in the model. The change 
of forces is plotted in Figure 32. The residuals start oscillating and forces remain stable 
after 1250 iterations. Therefore, the iteration limit is set to 1500 and all forces are 
calculated with the last 250 iterations. The turnaround time of an entire simulation process 
including meshing and solving is 11.5 hours which fulfills the initial goal of the JMS team.  
 










































After setting up the computational grid and the flow physics, the baseline model is 
evaluated by a comprehensive post-processing analysis. Throughout the analysis, the 
following figures are used to show and discuss the results: 
- Downforce, drag, front-to-rear bias, and lift-to-drag ratio charts 
- Surface pressure charts and scalars 
- Volumetric scalar plots of a negative total pressure coefficient 
The first part covers the CFD model analysis including sensitivity studies of varying inlet 
velocities, ride heights, and pitch angles. The second part of this section compares the 
previously analyzed data of on-track tests with the simulation results to draw conclusions 
about the accordance of both data sets. Throughout the analysis, dimensionless 
coefficients are used for the evaluation of data. For demonstration purposes, the half car 
model is mirrored and presented as a full car. 
4.3.1. Mesh Verification 
This section presents the baseline model and a complete analysis of the flow scheme. 
The model features the default parameters of ride height (48mm), zero roll or pitch angle, 
and the rear wings in an aggressive setup of 16deg AoA. It is expected that the flow 
scheme changes over the velocity which is why three different velocities are analyzed for 
the mesh verification. The inlet velocity is: (a) 15.6m/s (35mph) as the average track 
speed, (b) 22.4m/s (50mph) as a representation of high-speed sections, and (c) 33.5m/s 
(75mph) as the top speed. The flow scheme is analyzed with respect to: 
- Near wall treatment (wall y+) 
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- General flow scheme around wings, the model and within the wake region 
- Highly turbulent areas (around tires, wing endplates, driver) 
- Surface pressure coefficient 
- Negative total pressure coefficient 
- Flow velocity 
Near wall treatment 
An accurate near wall representation is important for the prediction of forces and to meet 
the requirements of the chosen turbulence model. Figure 33 (p.75) shows that the wall y+ 
requirement is fulfilled and 99.9% of all surface cells are within the range of wall y+ values 
lower than 5. Incorrect near wall treatments are only found in irrelevant areas such as the 
connection of all a-arms at the upright or at the jacking tube located at the backside of the 
engine. The reason is that the sublayer mesher could not fit enough cells of the prism 
layer representation in this area so that the overall prism layer cell count is reduced. This 
causes a steep velocity gradient within the prism layer mesh and therefore, too high wall 
y+ values. The main planes, the driver’s helmet, and the tires show the highest wall y+ 
numbers due to the high flow velocity and significant pressure changes within a small 















Figure 34: Velocity plot and boundary layer comparison of rear wing at the center 
location (Y=0.0m) at (a) 15.6m/s, (b) 22.4m/s, and (c) 33.5m/s 
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In Figure 34 (p.76), the velocity profile around the wings is represented by a color scheme. 
The growth of the boundary layer and the point of separation at the second flap are clearly 
identifiable. In this particular example, the separation at the second flap shows that the 
wing is operated close to its maximum downforce generation [9]. The flow scheme around 
the wings shows just a small difference between the three velocities. However, the flow 
separation at the second flap starts much earlier in case (a) and (c). This results in a 
smaller downforce coefficient as it is apparent in Figure 40 (p.84). 
 (a)   
(b)   
(c)   
Figure 35: Wake zone refinements at (a) 15.6m/s, (b) 22.4m/s, and (c) 33.5m/s 
The wake zone refinements are shown in Figure 35. The wake representation is a 
compromise due of the limited overall number of cells. With respect to the available 
computational power, it is decided to rather focus on a fine mesh close to the body than a 
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fine mesh in the wake zone. The overall cell number is reduced by refining wake zones 
only where significant pressure and velocity changes happen. 
 (a)   
(b)   
(c)   
 Figure 36: Turbulent zone refinements at (a) 15.6m/s, (b) 22.4m/s, and (c) 33.5m/s 
Other selected areas of highly turbulent flow are presented in Figure 36. Special attention 
is given to the rotating tires since a highly disturbed flow field is expected. Although the 
refinements cover the important areas close to the tire and in the tire wake, the mesh is 
still too coarse. Ideally, the fine mesh should be much larger to capture the entire wake 
flow and the area between the front wing and the front tire. But, this would increase the 
cell number drastically. The particular examples show that the flow field is similar over the 




Surface pressure coefficients and iso-surfaces of total pressure coefficients 
Figure 37 (p.80) gives an overview of the pressure distribution on the surfaces of the car. 
It is used to identify areas of separation (abrupt pressure change, for instance at the 
second flap of the rear wing), high-pressure zones (orange-red) and the distribution at 
specific parts such as the undertray. In the particular examples, only small differences 
between (a), (b), and (c) are noticed. For instance, the distribution of the average speed 
of case (a) shows a lower respective pressure coefficient towards the rear end of the 
undertray. This indicates a lower lift generation of the undertray/ diffuser than in the high-
speed (b) and top-speed (c) cases. This behavior is evident in the body lift coefficient chart 
of Figure 40 (p.84). Furthermore, a slightly lower pressure on the front wing underside is 
noticeable. However, the influence through the mid plate increases with higher velocity as 
there is a larger area of higher pressure around the mid plate at the underside. The rear 
wing pressure coefficient only changes at the backside of the second flap. The chaotic 
pressure transition at the backside is an indicator of flow separation which was already 
shown in Figure 34 (p.76). 
In Figure 38 (p.81), an iso-surface of negative total pressure coefficient is shown. 
Generally, this representation highlights areas that are responsible for “energy losses” 
and the main portion of drag (wake region). The lower the total pressure coefficient, the 
higher the energy loss is. Furthermore, vortices can be clearly identified. The presented 
figure only colors the iso-surface in the strength of the turbulent kinetic energy. At the 
inside of this generated volume, the total pressure coefficient is negative. The total 
pressure coefficient is minimized in the wake zones behind the tires and engine as well 
as within the vortices generated by the wings.  
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(a)   
(b)   
(c)   
 
Figure 37: Surface pressure coefficient plots at (a) 15.6m/s, (b) 22.4m/s, and (c) 33.5m/s 
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In the particular examples, the shape of the wake zone is different at all three inlet 
velocities. The size and path of the generated vortices at front and rear wing seems to be 
identical at all covered flow inlet velocities. Furthermore, the size of the front tire wake 
seems to get smaller and more stretched toward the outside of the sidepod with higher 
velocity. 
(a)   
(b)   
(c)   
Figure 38: Generated volume with negative total pressure coefficient at (a) 15.6m/s, (b) 




For a better understanding of the flow properties, several plane sections highlight the flow 
scheme within the model. Figure 39 displays the flow velocity distribution. The wake 
generation through the car in the center section as well as behind the tires is distinctive. 
To ensure comparability, all velocity charts are scaled to a 50% higher velocity than the 
respective inlet velocity. The large red zones represent high-speed flow. The larger the 
red zone below the wing, the higher the suction pressure is. Therefore, the pressure 
gradient between upper and lower side of the wing increases with a larger suction zone. 
   
Figure 39: Baseline model - velocity distribution plots along the Y-axis of the car at (a - 
left) 15.6m/s, (b - middle) 22.4m/s, and (c - right) 33.5m/s 
To sum up, the individual prism layers setups of each part are chosen according to the 
needed accuracy and the available computational power (see Appendix C). It is found that 
the model represents the boundary layer accurately enough. Furthermore, the wake and 
highly turbulent zone representations are reasonable enough to stay within the cell 
number limitation of roughly 8 million cells. The presented model is used as the baseline 
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for all further sensitivity studies. The model can be easily adjusted with respect to pitch 
angles, ride heights, velocities, and wing setups due to the implementation of CAD 
parameters and automated macros. More macros have also been created for the 
automatic plot generation. Plot and numbers of the aerodynamic coefficients of the 
baseline model can be seen in the following section. 
4.3.2. Velocity Sensitivity 
Inlet velocity speeds listed in Table 7 (p.70) are simulated in CFD to analyze the 
aerodynamic behavior over a wide range of velocities (based on the FSAE track analysis 
in chapter 2.3). The charts in Figure 40 (p.84) indicate that the downforce and drag 
generation stays stable above the inlet velocity of 13.4m/s (30mph). At lower speed, the 
coefficient of downforce drops because the flow is not attached to the rear wing (compare 
velocity profiles in Appendix D). The rear wing reattaches the flow around 11.1m/s 
(25mph). Although the overall downforce generation stays almost constant over the speed 
range, the aerodynamic balance migrates from a rearward to a neutral position in the 
center of the car (ahead of CoG at 0.46 font bias). The surface pressure coefficients 
plotted in Figure 41 (p.85) indicate that negative pressure of the front wing increases by 
40% over the speed range. This results in a 25% higher front wing downforce coefficient 
over the speed range. The negative pressure coefficient of the rear wing remains constant 
after the flow got attached. There is no change in the downforce coefficient at higher 
speeds. The overall downforce, however, does not increase because there is an increase 































































































Figure 41: Pressure coefficients of front and rear wing – velocity sensitivity 
4.3.3. Ride Height Sensitivity 
The ride height sensitivity is initially analyzed at the fastest inlet velocity of 33.5m/s 
(75mph). Varied in 5mm steps, the lowest ride height is set to 28mm, the highest is set to 
53mm respectively. The baseline setup of 48mm is the considerably high for FSAE race 
cars. However, the ride height is chosen to protect the car from bumps and scraping the 
front wing under braking/ pitching on the test tack. 
Changes in in the downforce level are expected due to an increase in ground effect at the 
front wing. Figure 42 (p.86) shows a decrease in front wing downforce at lower ride 

























































between wing and ground. All other coefficients experience just small changes over the 
speed range.  
 
  
Figure 42: Aerodynamic coefficients of baseline model at various ride heights at 33.5m/s 
In Figure 43 (p.87), surface pressure coefficient plots are shown to verify the reduced 
downforce of the front wing. There is a change in negative pressure at the main plane by 
12% in the center section and 9% in front of the tires (from 28mm to 48mm). The reduced 
pressure field is apparent from the leading edge to the center of the wing. Furthermore, a 
small drop in pressure occurs at the trailing edge in the lateral center of the car. The flaps, 
however, experience slight differences at the leading edge. All of the reduced pressure 
















































































Figure 43: Pressure plot of front wing main plane at various ride heights 
To study the influences of different ride heights over the entire speed range, multiple 
iterations have been run. Normalized plots are created for all setups to endure 
comparability. Sensitivities of the front and rear wing are given in Figure 44 (p.88). All 
contour plots are normalized with respect to the baseline model of 48mm ride height. 
Green coloring indicates an improvement, yellow to red represents a deterioration of the 
respective coefficients. 
The front wing downforce output of lower ride height setups is up to 7% lower than the 























































the ride heights of the front wing downforce is. The rear wing, however, does not vary 
significantly and shows a maximum change of ±3% with respect to the baseline model. 
 
 
Figure 44: Ride height sensitivity – downforce of front wing, rear wing, body 
Figure 45 (p.89) displays downforce, drag, and lift-to-drag data for the entire model. All 
coefficients do not change drastically but reveal that lower ride heights are not beneficial 
for the downforce generation. It is concluded from the data that the 48mm ride height 
setup is a reasonable choice for the initial setup. Considering a 5 to 10mm ride height 
reduction under high aerodynamic load, then the chosen 48mm baseline setup is the best 








































































Figure 45: Ride height sensitivity – downforce, drag, aerodynamic efficiency 
Finally, the aerodynamic bias of the ride height sensitivity study is plotted in Figure 49 
(p.93). The chart shows the actual balance where the number represents the load on the 






































































































for high-speed, the CoP should be located slightly behind the CoG. From it is known that 
the CoG is located at 0.47 front and 0.53 rear. Hence, the desired CoP location should be 
at 0.47 front or below in high-speed. From the chart it can be concluded that the CoP 
location changes within 3% but remains behind the CoG position at all time. 
 
Figure 46: Pitch angle sensitivity of the aerodynamic balance 
4.3.4. Pitch Angle Sensitivity 
The pitching motion changes the position of the car relative to the ground. The pitch angle 
between the angled and the default position (0deg) of the vehicle directly influences the 
angle of attack of the wings (when mounted sprung to the chassis). Furthermore, the 
ground clearance of the aerodynamic devices changes which might imply ground effects. 
A detailed study on the CFD baseline model of the JMS14c is performed at different inlet 
velocities and pitch angles. The simulated pitch angles are concluded from the recorded 
real track data. Angles range from -0.80deg to +0.40deg and are realized in 0.2deg steps 
in the simulation. All following charts are normalized to the appropriate velocity at zero 







































Figure 47: Pitch angle sensitivity - downforce, drag and aerodynamic efficiency 
The plots of Figure 47 show the expected behavior of downforce and drag data. At 



































































































drag generation. The higher the speed, the greater the change in downforce is. With 








































































































A closer look to the distribution and change of downforce in Figure 48 (p.92) shows that 
the front wing downforce slightly decreases with higher pitch angles. Contrary to the initial 
expectations of the baseline model analysis, the front wing downforce does not benefit 
from a higher angle of attack (decrease of 1-3%). The gap between the front wing and the 
ground is decreased through the pitch angle which implies the same behavior seen in the 
previous section of the ride height iterations. However, the rear wing clearly benefits from 
a higher angle of attack and generates more downforce (up to 4%). The high downforce 
output of the rear wing and the decreased lift of the body/ tires benefit the overall 
downforce of the car. At top speed and under braking (-0.80deg pitch angle), the 
downforce is about 5% higher than at the baseline model at zero pitch angle. The 
aerodynamic balance experiences a slight shift forward in higher speed by 1-2% (see 
Figure 49). 
 
Figure 49: Pitch angle sensitivity of the aerodynamic balance 
It can be concluded that the front wing is very sensitive to changes in the pitch angle 
whereas the rear wing downforce increases with lower pitch angles. The overall downforce 




































4.3.5. Future Work 
The development of the CFD simulation used in this thesis showed that special attention 
is required in the meshing process. For future work, a more comprehensive mesh 
comparison of structured, unstructured, and hybrid meshes should be carried out to clearly 
evaluate the differences in performance, accuracy, and turnaround time of each mesh 
type.  
Furthermore, focus should be put on yaw simulations. Due to the FSAE track layout, the 
car spends much more time in corners than on straights. Also, downforce is more 
beneficial in cornering than on straights. Laterally, the force production can significantly 
be improved by aerodynamic devices whereas the benefit on straights (longitudinally) is 
reduced to corner exits and in braking zones. Yaw-CFD simulations require much higher 
computational power. Using the developed mesh of this thesis and applying it to a full car 
model required at least 16GB of RAM in test runs. The overall cell number was twice as 
high due to the doubled size of the fluid sub domain. The turnaround time was more than 
doubled (26hrs for meshing and 1500 iterations) which does not fulfill the requirement of 
the team anymore. However, understanding the air flow’s behavior in yaw would greatly 
improve the design of aerodynamic devices. The yawing simulation work could be 




4.4. Comparison of Simulation and On-Track Results 
This section is about the comparison of the simulated and measured data. The baseline 
CFD model and the real track data sets have been discussed in the previous chapters. 
Because of the limitation due to the half car model (straight line simulations), only driving 
situations without any lateral movement can be used for the comparison. 
4.4.1. Coast-Down Test 
In this section, the coast-down CFD simulation is presented. Recorded real track ride 
heights, pitch angles and front wing ground clearances from Figure 21 (p.48) are averaged 
over all runs of each setup. Afterwards, the numbers are imported to adjust the parameter-
based CFD model. The individual setup cases are shown in Table 8. For the sake of 
simplicity, constant pitch angles are assumed for all different setups but the low-drag 
setup. A different set of pitch angles is imported to accurately represent the low-drag case. 

































1 30 48 0.62 8.0, 9.0, 10.5, 12.0 0.58 Low drag 
2 40 48 0.57 8.0, 9.0, 10.5, 12.0 0.51 Low drag 
3 50 48 0.54 8.0, 9.0, 10.5, 12.0 0.43 Low drag 
4 60 48 0.48 8.0, 9.0, 10.5, 12.0 0.31 Low drag 
5 70 48 0.4 8.0, 9.0, 10.5, 12.0 0.20 Low drag 
 
All coast-down CFD results are plotted in Figure 50 (p.97). The downforce rises with 
higher speeds in all setups which is similar to the previous studies. Over the velocity 
range, the main increase in downforce is caused by the front wing (9%). The rear wing 
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downforce increases by 5%. Also, the front wing downforce is not influenced by the rear 
wing setups since there is no significant variation between the setups. Hence, the 
downforce increase between the setups is only caused by the rear wing. The increase in 
rear wing downforce over velocity remains similar. 
The front-to-rear bias migrates forward with higher speed in all setups. However, the 
higher the rear wing AoA, the less the CoP forward migration is. The difference in rear 
wing downforce of different setups also affects the CoP. The difference of the balance 

























































































Figure 50: Results of coast-down CFD analysis 
Simulation vs. On-Track Results 
Table 9 (p.98) shows a comparison of downforce and drag coefficients. The overall 
accordance of the drag is surprisingly good. The simulated drag numbers of the AoA 
setups of 8, 9, 10.5, 12deg deviate by 4% from the coast-down results. The low drag setup 
(up to 19%), however, shows a much higher deviation. Due to the presented 2nd order 
method of drag calculation, only a constant drag value per setup is extracted from the 
data. The measured drag is higher than the simulated one in some cases (12deg, low-
drag). For comparability, the deviation is always calculated with respect to the higher 
value. There is no clear trend of data deviation apparent (for instance less deviation 
towards higher speed, see downforce data). 
In general, the downforce deviates much more than the drag. Throughout all setups 
(except low-drag), there is a high deviation in low-speed of up to 19%. In high speed, data 
only deviates up to 5%. Over the speed range, there is a reduction of test track downforce 
and an increase of CFD downforce respectively. Contrarily, the data at low-drag setup 































Table 9: Coast-down, comparison of coefficients 
 









































































































































































































































































































































Regarding the aerodynamic balance, it can be concluded that the coast-down data show 
a much higher difference over the speed range (up to 10%) than the CFD data (up to 3%). 
Moreover, Figure 51 indicates a high deviation of coast-down and CFD data. Both data 
sets are only close to each other at high-speed of 27m/s to 32m/s. 
 
Figure 51: Comparison of the front bias of coast-down and test track data 
4.5. Discussion 
The presented data of on-track test and CFD simulation do not accurately match each 
other. The CFD simulation cannot be considered as being verified through the coast-down 
test. However, this result was expected because of varying testing conditions and 
inaccurate methods of wheel load measurement. Nevertheless, the presented comparison 
has proven that the coast-down test is a good tool for the evaluation and comparison of 
the on-track aerodynamic performance when there is no access to professional testing 
facilities such as wind tunnels. The comparison shows that the drag prediction is more 
accurate than the downforce respectively. Even small changes in the setup could be 
detected within the presented coast-down test and in other on-track tests (skid pad, FSAE-

























The study carried out in this thesis has shown that a coast-down test is a reasonable cost-
effective tool for the evaluation of the aerodynamic performance.  
Even small setup changes of 1deg overall angle of attack at the rear wing could be 
detected in the downforce and aerodynamic balance. Due to the calculation method of the 
drag coefficient which only relies on a velocity and time data input, it is expected that these 
results are much more accurate than the downforce data obtained by the shock 
potentiometers. The deviations of the compared coast-down simulation and test run verify 
that assumption. Results of the performed CFD simulations of high-downforce setups (8.0, 
9.0, 10.5, and 12.0deg angle of attack) show averaged differences (over all setups) in 
downforce and drag according to the chosen speed ranges of: 
- Drag: 4% (low-speed), 3% (mid-speed), 2% (high-speed) 
-  Downforce: 14% (low-speed), 11% (mid-speed), 7% (high-speed) 
-  Bias: 16% (low-speed), 8% (mid-speed), 3% (high-speed) 
The developed CFD model is a good basis to start further developments of aerodynamic 
devices for future FSAE cars. It is adapted to the team’s available computational power 
and can be used for comparisons of different setup and design iterations. Moreover, a 
comprehensive database of the JMS14c and its sensitivities has been created. From the 
CFD sensitivity studies it can be concluded that there are only small changes in 
coefficients across the motion and speed range of the vehicle. The overall car coefficients 
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Appendix A: Center of Gravity Measurement 
Table 10: CoG measurement, JMS14c with driver [27] 
Leveled - JMS14c with driver 
corner [lbs] [kg] corner [lbs] [kg] 
      
FL 147.8 67.04 FR 151.3 68.62 
      
RL 179.6 81.46 RR 167.1 75.79 
      
total 645.8 292.93    
comment adjusted tire pressure to 10psi, not fueled up, with coolant 
l_rear 30.10 ["] 764.65 [mm] 46.3% 
l_front 34.85 ["] 886.34 [mm] 53.7% 
      
Tilted - JMS14c with driver 
H_FA 29.61 ["] 752.10 [mm]  
α 27.1 [°] 0.474 [rad]  
      
corner [lbs] [kg] corner [lbs] [kg] 
      
FL' 146.6 66.49 FR' 137.9 62.55 
      
RL' 184.7 83.77 RR' 175.0 79.37 
      
total 644.2 292.20 OK   
      
H_COG_1  12.97 ["] 329.63 [mm]  





Appendix B: Pitch Center Location 
Calculation of pitch angle: 
[27] o9 = KWKX YU,R\ − UO,R\ [ (63) 
 9 – pitch angle U,R\ – dynamic rear ride height UO,R\ – dynamic front ride height  – wheelbase 
 
 
Calculation of gap size between front wing and ground: 
[27] 
O¼,o = O¼,899
+ ½&eX ¾KWKX YUO,R\ − U,R\ [¿
∙ À + U,R\ − UÁ99^UO,R\ − U,R\_ + Â©O¼,N¹o8ÂÃÄ 
(64) 






Figure 52: Pitch center location remodeled in CAD, static [27] 
 




Table 11: Change in Front wing height (left), change in pitch angle (right) [27] 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix C: CFD Model Refinements 
Table 12: Volume mesh refinements 
# name type 





































































Surface 1 1 default no 
2 aero_endplates Surface 0.01 0.002 10 0.002 default no 
3 aero_flaps Surface 0.005 0.001 15 0.005 default yes 




Surface 0.01 0.004 9 0.002 default no 
6 car_driver Surface 0.02 0.01 9 0.002 default yes 
7 car_engine Surface 0.02 0.01 8 0.002 default no 




Surface 0.02 0.005 8 0.002 default no 








Surface 0.01 0.002 9 0.002 default no 
13 car Volumetric 0.2 default - 




Surface 0.02 0.002 10 0.002 default no 





































































   
min. target 
17 driver_neck volumetric 0.005 default - 
18 ground Surface default default disabled no 




Volumetric 1 default - 













Volumetric 0.002 default - 
25 tires Volumetric 0.01 default - 
26 undertray Volumetric 0.02 default - 
27 undertray_fine Volumetric 0.01 default - 
28 wake_1 Volumetric 0.04 default - 
29 wake_2 Volumetric 0.1 default - 
30 wake_3 Volumetric 0.2 default - 








Appendix D: Half Car Model Analysis 
     
     
Figure 54: Baseline model at various vehicle velocities – velocity distribution plots 
(top left – 10mph, top right – 20mph, bottom left – 25mph, bottom right – 30mph) 
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Figure 55: Baseline model at various vehicle velocities – velocity distribution plots 
(top left –35mph, top right – 40mph, bottom left – 45mph, bottom right – 50mph) 
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Figure 56: Baseline model at various vehicle velocities – velocity distribution plots 
(top left –55mph, top right – 60mph, bottom left – 65mph, bottom right – 70mph) 
 
